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Abstract 
In the process of conceiving and achieving a work of art, a certain aspiration for order in the plastic image 
manifests itself discreetly and continuously, like a constitutive archetypal landmark, which may otherwise be 
found in all the biological processes that define any living organism. The problem of distributing forms in a 
plastic image is a challenge to which artists have found multiple solutions, from among which highlighted here 
is the internal construction known as the compositional frame. However, painting does not simply imply a plane 
surface. The suggestion of depth is achieved by means of geometry, of perspective and, via shadow and light, 
the area of the painting may be “curved”, modelled, thus completing the plastic arsenal which finally leads to the 
art of illusion. The forms in the painting, thus becoming “volume”, gain in weight and are embedded in its 
frame, turning into “masses” and inducing the sensation of visual “balance” or “unbalance”. Andre Lhote may 
be quoted in support of this argument. In one of his letters, he declares that “composition is the organization of 
analogies… the whole is nothing but a science of compensating the masses” (1971, p. 120). Nevertheless, in the 
chronological enchaining of tendencies in painting, as the science of composition is no longer observed, the role 
attributed to instinct increases constantly. In contemporary art, each of these modes of composition is re-
evaluated by each individual artist. 
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1. Introductory remarks 
In view of dealing with the study of painting composition as an integrated process of ‘what you see’ (form) 
and ‘what you don’t’ (the direction flow and the meaning of the work as a whole), I shall make several 
references to the structure of the plastic image. In a wider sense, the term structure is a versatile concept that 
may define complex units around the world. 
Despite the multiplicity of the meanings which have been attached to the notion of structure in the 
humanities and in other related or interdisciplinary areas, knowledge based on two factors – system and structure 
– enables the access to visible phenomena core. “The world understood as structural system is for the artist an 
opening to the horizon which increases its potential of expression” (Ailincăi, 1983, p. 68). 
Coming back to the field of interest here, the image of the painting, one can say that the artist is able to lead 
the perception to a greater clarification of meanings, to a fuller contemplation of the work, in the dynamics of 
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his/her creative process, through its original operating mode by means of which plastic elements are articulated / 
compound in the visual field.  
The concept of building is among the organization resources of the plastic image. “To build” an image 
means to figure, to organize that image’s character in keeping with a project, a plan, having as a result a more or 
less balanced visual structure, which matches the author’s intention and skill. Thus, structural understanding 
emerges as one of the important ways through which one can reach an essentialized understanding of nature and 
existence.  
From this perspective, the entire artistic practice seems to have a structural dominant, through its 
mechanisms of selection, integration and formal treatment, both in the way of thinking and in that of the actual 
operation. This is either hidden or transparent in the work, depending on the nature of signs, and may be 
achieved by highlighted relations and the organization of these relations.  
2.  Analysis. Image aspiring to order 
In one of his writings, Rudolf Arnheim (1979, p. 159) says that “a work of art reveals the interaction between 
essential order and irrational variety of conflicts”. Thus, specialists speak of a certain “essential order”, a 
premise from which one can approach the study of the plastic image. All the more so as the elements of the 
surrounding world, of the natural or built environment, its modus operandi, the type of communication and all 
the biological processes that make the fulfilment of its purpose possible have the natural tendency to look for 
and “to provide a final state of equilibrium with minimal stress” (Mănescu, 2004, p. 5). As an aesthetic theme 
and essential criterion in the philosophical view on the universe, the concept of “order” is a critical one. The 
criterion of the “order and measure of abstract beauty laws” is found primarily in Plato, whose thesis has 
continued to exercise influence on European aesthetics along the centuries.  
Plato distinguishes between “absolutely beautiful, forever and for himself” as belonging to ideal world, and 
the relatively beautiful surrounding world, the one represented in painting. Through the criticism on the painting 
in his time (art that distorts and corrupts, for the prevention filter acts on emotions and reason), Plato is situated 
on an extreme ideological position. Belonging to the Pre-Socrates period, Heraclit of Ephesus was the first 
dialectician of the ancient world to predict, in a surprising and brilliant way, one of the key levers of philosophy: 
“panta rei”, the fundamental doctrine of becoming, according to which everything flows, nothing remains the 
same, everything undergoes a process of endless becoming. 
We will not dwell more on the historical adventure that the European vision on the two complementary 
concepts of order and disorder has had throughout the years, but keep in mind the essential idea that “in art, the 
disorder that would positively contradict the instituted order can be turned into a different order which, in turn, 
will be further confronted.” (Mănescu, 2004, p. 21). 
2.1. The framework composition and division of masses  
The problem of form distribution in a pictorial image is a challenge that many artists have found multiple 
solutions to. The framework is an “internal building work” which, over the centuries, has set up various 
distribution formulas of plastic items in a frame. Sometimes, this structure is so discreet that it almost cannot be 
noticed; but it cannot be missed either, giving the work those “main lines” so necessary for a clearer vision. 
When the aim is that of studying the ordering structures in painting, it goes without saying that remaining in 
the clear geometric image only (with examples of cubist works by Mondrian, Vasarelli, etc.) is not possible; 
what needs special consideration also are those paintings which hide a secret geometry. “Ordering principles of 
the internal structure belong to all great works, regardless of the style, artistic current or period in which they 
were created” (Bouleau, 1979, p. 27). Plastic design organization responds to some needs that go beyond 
painting, like the evolution of ideas and forms over time. 
There is a complicated geometry of the Middle Ages, which ends with the beginning of the Renaissance, 
brings with it an aspiration to simplicity, a refusal of that which was overloaded; at the same time, there appear 
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the germs of a new passion: the application in plastic arts of some ratios taken from music, whose philosophical 
beauty had been already exalted in Plato’s writings. Later on, many other ways to use musical relations were to 
be invented: an imbalance can be created from them, an oscillatory motion, very narrow in the dynamic Baroque 
era.  
Regulatory routes require living bodies and objects to abandon their individuality, to return, docile, to the 
main axis and to place various parts in a particular direction, compositionally imposed. Through the concrete 
sense of the object, his ability to rethink religious scenes fallen into conventionalism, through his taste for gross-
ups, Caravaggio is a true innovator. “The artist sits in the foreground the feet, saints’ calves, croup of horses, but 
these heavy weights obey the most popular routes, fitting rectangle frames or dynamic routes” (Bouleau, 1979, 
p. 81). 
Its decisive contribution is on the new stage-lighting level obtained by the redesigned light of the studio upon 
the models, which is why he is considered the initiator of a “dramaturgy of light” that spread from the eighteenth 
century onwards. As for Rembrandt’s works, the focus of the image is dignified by the light: leaving the shadow 
to totally invade the scene and sacrificing secondary details, he leads the viewer to a point carefully chosen. 
Formal composition is simple and mysterious at the same time. 
3.  Interpretation of results 
Painting is not just a flat surface. It undertakes the conquest of space, which it then expresses in the 
composition. The suggestion of depth is achieved both through geometry and perspective; helped along by light 
and shadow, all this arsenal of accumulation finally leads to an art of illusion. But even if depth is suggested or 
not, the moment the forms become volumes for the viewer, they gain weight and the feeling induced is that of 
“balance” or “imbalance”. Even a dynamic composition in which both the drawing of bodies and the routes 
which they listen suggests movement; we feel “that the masses have some stability and that they are installed 
within the panel” (Berger, 1975, p. 118). 
In the words of Nicolas Poussin, the process of “weighing” requires certain flexibility, subtlety; “it is not a 
matter of calculation, but one of instinct, qualities belonging to the painter which cannot be learned” (Berger, 
1975, p. 119). Later, Andre Lhote claimed in one of his writings that “composition is an organization of 
analogies... it is nothing but a science of the compensation of masses” (1977, p. 120). Subdivisions of shadow, 
light or colour plans are not always made in keeping with power line route; elements grouped by colour or light 
can be enrolled in some screens, which unify them and increase the clarity of configuration. In the case of 
vertical overlapping elements (in landscape or in composition with figures), depth may be suggested by tiered 
plans, even without conventional perspective tricks (e.g. Cezanne). 
Generally, dark plans push forward on the bright ones and the complementary tints are mutually reinforcing. 
This way of suggesting depth by alternating light and shade screens – or colour – avoids the risk of breaking the 
surface, risk that negatively influences the bi-dimensional primary surface quality. 
Moreover, suggesting depth by alternating fields prevents breaking the painting into two: the sky and the 
earth. From among the workshop techniques seeking for plasticity, mention should be made of using the passage 
of value or colour: items can be demarcated both by conventional contour lines, but also by a slim game of blur, 
with examples from Da Vinci to Cezanne. This game, between the sharp, trenchant demarcation of shape 
through line and evaporation of the contour through passages is always a problem. In treating or painting, a 
volume is never detached on fund in all its parts. 
In a chronological development of the trends in painting, as composition science is lost, the role assigned to 
instinct is increasing. In contemporary art, each of these modes of composition finds itself reviewed, dealt with 
individually by each artist.  
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4. Conclusions 
The object of the present study is pictorial composition, which may be regarded as a process of development 
and as a dynamics in its own right. In one of his writings, E.H. Gombrich states that: “Every creator has 
something to say about the unexpected behavior of his working elements when are positioned next to each 
other” (1981, p. 287). 
So here is an opportunity to ask: how many artists / painters may argue that, starting with an initial sketch 
and following normal creative labour workshop, based on the trial and error mechanism, reach the final stages to 
reproduce the unchanged outline according to the proposed plan? The surprise is always a sum of complex 
interactions which are difficult to define. 
A possible explanation is that, in the personal method of investigation and in attempting to find the best 
solutions to express their ideas, the artists “negotiate” with themselves, but also with the material to be handled 
and transformed (transfigured) into iconic signs. It is a process in which the selection mechanisms – intuitive, 
mental, volitional – determine the creator to change his “plan” on the fly, because plastic elements (shapes, 
colours, lines, values) tend to impose their internal articulation plastic logic in the plastic space. One cannot say 
that this research is not going to be exciting: one knows where one starts from, the white canvas, but one can 
never know exactly where the exercise will lead.  
Speaking about the fidelity to motif in the study of nature, Gombrich (1981, p. 261) says: “Cezanne knew 
better than anyone that you cannot plan ahead such organizations because you cannot provide mutual influences 
of all the elements of a painting… fortunately, he used alternative methods to suggest a solid organized world.”  
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